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Abstract

The design of dairy systems with increased production and profit, but reduced environmental footprint, presents a problem with objectives that are seemingly at odds. We argue that this is why we have to go back to the ecological principles that underpin farm systems and use these to develop new systems that will achieve the above objectives. Healthy topsoil is a living nutrient trap. It requires long term thinking and action to achieve and maintain healthy topsoil. The rumen is a very complex ecosystem with the microbes as a key component. Farm systems aimed at optimal performance per cow, with lowest possible methane and urinary nitrogen waste products consistent with this performance, need to ensure effective rumen function. Maintenance dilution and cow longevity are important principles for sustainable and profitable farming. Pastoral livestock systems need ecological and financial buffers to remain resilient in uncertain times. We present a plan consisting of five strategies, based on some of these fundamentals, that we believe is a step towards farming profitably and within limits.
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Introduction

Farming within limits is the road to farming sustainably. Sustainability is defined here as an agricultural system that sustains the people, ensures animal welfare and preserves the land. Dairy farming in New Zealand could be more sustainable than it is currently. This could be achieved by either imposing regulations, or what would be preferable, by adopting a change in thinking and acting from within the industry. Pastoral dairying is a complex system where farmer, soil, pasture, crop, animal, capital, energy and nutrients are interconnected. These connections are often non-linear and have feedback loops that result in unexpected consequences when management changes. The ideal outcomes of a sustainable system would achieve the objectives of lifestyle and profitability for the farmer, welfare for the cow, product for the dairy processor, responsibility towards the environment, contribution to the community and goodwill from the public. These ideal outcomes are sometimes at odds, for example it will not be possible to produce the absolute maximum milk that New Zealand could produce without compromising other outcomes, but it may be possible to increase milk production and achieve the other objectives. We argue that this is why we have to go back to the ecological principles that underpin farm systems and use these to develop new systems that will achieve the best compromise for the above objectives.

In this paper we focus on using the fundamentals of a New Zealand dairy farm to develop more sustainable systems. We explore how these system fundamentals are related to farming within limits and how they can be manipulated or
managed to achieve a balanced outcome for seemingly conflicting objectives. Finally, we summarise how some of these principles form the basis of a five-strategy plan designed to address the objectives of increased production and profitability, with lower environmental footprint from dairy farms.

**The topsoil: a living nutrient trap**

Soil health is broadly defined as the capacity of a living soil to function, within natural or managed ecosystem boundaries, to sustain plant and animal productivity, maintain or enhance water and air quality, and promote plant and animal health (Doran 2002). A healthy soil has good structure, active soil biology, active cycling of organic matter, and improved storage and use of nutrients. Thinking of the soil as a productive ecosystem may require some management changes, but the returns in the end are worthwhile. It will require a re-visit of our thinking regarding the use of artificial fertilisers, especially nitrogen (N).

A healthy plant-soil complex can fix much of its own N through biological fixation. Indeed, until 20 years ago New Zealand agriculture relied almost completely on this form of N input. If and when it is necessary to use N fertilisers, think about precision application in terms of rate, timing and space. Other considerations will be to minimise cultivation of permanent pastures and, thereby, prevent undesired decomposition of organic matter (Saggar et al. 2001). Accumulating organic matter results in increased carbon storage in the soil. This carbon also stores N in the ratio of C:N of about 10:1. Furthermore, reducing pugging and compaction damage by animals and machinery stimulates aeration and soil life, making plants grow better and take-up more nutrients. This in turn reduces nitrate leaching as well as the formation of the greenhouse gas nitrous oxide (Bos et al. 2009). A recent study has shown that New Zealand farms that use balanced mineral inputs combined with processed residual organic matter, not only had lower nitrate concentrations in the leachate (Magesan & McFadden 2012), but farmers also reported other positive changes to soil such as increased clover abundance and root mass, higher earthworm populations, and less soil compaction.

The leakiest part of a pastoral dairy system is the urinary N that is deposited as urine patches onto pasture and forage crops during grazing. The urine patch is a major source of nitrate leaching, because the amount of N deposited in the patch usually far exceeds the capacity of plants in the patch to take-up and use the N for new growth. Nitrogen leaching from this source can be reduced by focussing on the N that is excreted in urine – reduce it, capture it, treat it (Beukes et al. 2013). For reducing urinary N, management strategies have to focus on the cow and the amount of N in her diet. For capturing urinary N, stand-off or housing facilities could be alternatives. For treating deposited urinary N, the focus is on soil processes. Since ‘treat it’ refers to the use of nitrification inhibitors to slow the conversion from slow-leaching ammonium to readily leachable nitrate, and nitrification inhibitors are currently withdrawn from the market, we may have to change this to ‘trap it’. This is where a healthy topsoil with plenty of organic matter and biota will immobilise more of the inorganic N thereby ‘trapping it’, and slowly releasing it over time. Modelling has shown that selecting deeper-rooted, winter-active pastures and crops, combined with management that promotes a healthy topsoil, can increase soil nutrient use by 50%. This would improve total efficiency of use of farm N, N output in product per unit N through the farm gate, by up to 59% and reduce N losses by up to 41%, depending on the predominant N sources used on the farm (Kohn et al. 1997).

**The cow’s rumen: a fine-tuned fermentation vat**

Rumen fermentation is a fundamental process in the system because it converts cellulose of no nutritional value to humans into volatile fatty acids that drive milk production. This process also generates by-products that affect the environment and are subject to regulatory control. Methane from microbial fermentation is expired and contributes to greenhouse gases. Generally, vegetative ryegrass-clover pasture contains more crude protein than is necessary to meet the nutritional requirements of a grazing cow (Moller et al. 1993). This crude protein fraction contains approximately 16% N. Surplus N not required by the cow, is converted into ammonia, absorbed into the blood stream, converted to urea in the liver and excreted in the urine. It is this urinary N, which ends up in the urine patch and has about a 20% chance of leaching below the root zone and into the water ways (Romera et al. 2012). The challenge is to design feeding strategies for dairy cows that decrease the production of ammonia within the rumen, increase N utilisation for milk production and lower total urinary N excretion. Lower N fertilisation rates of say 100 kg N/ha versus 300 kg N/ha, high-sugar ryegrass, afternoon allocation of pasture, defoliation at the four-leaf stage of ryegrass versus defoliation at the two- and three-leaf stage, and maize silage supplementation, all have the potential to reduce total urinary N excreted through lowering N intake (Gregorini et al. 2010). Kohn et al. (1997) showed that improvements in animal diet and management that increase the conversion of feed N to animal product by 50% would increase the efficiency of use of farm N, N output in product per unit N through the farm gate, by 48% and reduce N losses per product by 36 to 40%. High intakes of balanced, quality feed will result in a highly functional rumen microbial community, with a consequent rapid breakdown of the ingested feed and a faster passage of the digesta through the rumen, thereby resulting in a lower...
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A fundamental principle of cow metabolism is that energy is required for maintenance before any is used for production. Total maintenance energy per unit area of land is related to total animal biomass expressed as stocking rate and cow live weight. High stocking rates require a higher proportion of the available energy for maintenance, with less energy available for production. This results in sub-optimal production per animal. However, such a system can still result in high production per hectare, because a large proportion of total pasture is eaten, with a lower production per cow. It is likely that to farm within stringent limits of nutrient emissions, lower stocking rates combined with higher production per cow, will be required, to maintain operating profit per ha. This is based on the principle of dilution of maintenance whereby lower stocked, high genetic merit, well-fed cows can produce the same per hectare as higher stocked, average genetic merit cows on a restricted diet. Feed conversion efficiency will be higher and working expenses lower in the former. Creating the conditions for each animal to thrive will mean special attention to animal welfare and other factors that affect maintenance requirements.

A final principle regarding the cow is that increased cow longevity with the cow remaining in the herd for an additional season or two, not only makes economic sense but also makes environmental sense. The economic benefit is derived from having lower culling and replacement rates, more lactations per cow and the need for fewer replacement animals. Rearing replacement animals is expensive, with each replacement animal producing methane and urinary N. Each of these factors has a potential environmental impact, with the replacement animal not producing any product for at least the first two years of their lives. For instance, a heifer at the end of her first lactation of 240 days has spent 78% of her life producing methane and urinary N without producing any milk. These economic and environmental benefits can be reaped, starting with well-fed cows at calving with a body condition score of five or more (Roche et al. 2009) and a well-executed breeding programme, with special attention to the heifers. Non-pregnant rates should be low resulting in low involuntary culling, leaving room for discretionary culling up to a recommended rate of 18%, below the industry average of 22% (Simmonds 1998).

Resilience: buffers against uncertainty

“Systems need to be managed not only for productivity or stability, they also need to be managed for resilience - the ability to recover from perturbation, the ability to restore or repair themselves” (Meadows 2008). This is exactly what will be required to an increasing degree from future dairy systems. Management for resilience will not only be driven by climate change and a predicted increase in weather variability, including more frequent and severe extreme events, but also by milk price volatility. Other uncertainties include input costs, interest rates, capital appreciation, milk quality and environmental regulations. It is clear that a farm striving for sustainability will have to ride through ‘the highs’ and ‘the lows’, and still remain profitable.

Any man-managed biological system pushed to its limits will at some stage topple over into a more degraded system that requires more intensive management to keep it going. We need to accept the limits of the biological system we are dealing with and step down a notch in the pressure we put on it. This applies to the effects of our inputs, mainly stock numbers, and also to the degree of harvesting of the natural resources. The need for some form of buffer is fundamental to the sustainability of any grazing ecosystem. In our dairy systems we need buffers in the form of adequate pasture cover carried-over from year to year, adequate cow condition going into the next season, and adequate amounts of silage in the feed store. Regarding the storage of preserved feed for the lean years; maybe it is time to re-evaluate the practices from the ‘good old days’ when surplus pasture was stored as silage in a leak-proof bunker, well compacted and covered, where it could last for up to 10 years as perfectly good ‘emergency rations’. Compare this to the present day plastic-covered baleage that barely lasts two years.

The best way to build financial resilience into your system is to keep the average cost of production as low as possible. This will allow for some room to move with extra expenditures during tough times. Costs of capital and labour can be kept down by doing due diligence, including net present value calculations, before major investments in infrastructure, and by reducing the time required for cows to make due diligence and still remain profitable.

Fundamentals of the five-point farm

Recent modelling studies (Beukes et al. 2011; Beukes et al. 2012; Vogeler et al. 2013), followed by farmlet experiments aimed at devising dairy systems that are productive, profitable and environmentally sustainable, have taught us valuable lessons. Firstly, there is no silver bullet for farmers to satisfy all the potential environmental limits and still stay in business. A combination of strategies where every little bit helps is the way to go. Secondly, greenhouse gases and N leaching are closely linked. In most cases a reduction in one leads to a reduction in the other. The challenge is to put strategies together that fit synergistically into the farm system, are practical and do not over-complicate management, and are readily available and adoptable right now.

A combination of five on-farm mitigation strategies, based on some of the fundamentals mentioned above, can substantially reduce...
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greenhouse gases and N leaching, whilst still delivering production and profit comparable to top performing farms. Our modelling has shown that the combination of the first three strategies listed below can reduce urinary N load onto pastures by approximately 20%, with consequent reductions in N leaching.

The five on-farm mitigation strategies are:

**Strategy 1**: Lower N inputs in the form of fertiliser and low crude protein supplements will reduce the flow of N through the cows. Lower use of N fertiliser will result in lower pasture yield. However, improved clover vigour and soil health resulting in improved natural N fixation will compensate to some extent.

**Strategy 2**: A lower pasture yield will be acceptable because of a lower stocking rate with higher genetic merit cows generating a lower total feed demand. This point is based on the maintenance dilution and efficiency principles and has the aim of getting the best out of each cow in terms of kg of milksolids per kg of live weight.

**Strategy 3**: Based on the increased longevity principle the aim is to reduce the replacement rate, resulting in lower environmental impact from non-producing animals.

**Strategy 4**: Standing lactating cows on a stand-off pad for part of the day for say 8 hours per day in late-summer and autumn, and the dry cows for say 15 hours per day in winter. The aim of this practice is to capture some of the effluent nutrients and recycle it onto pastures when it can be used by the plants. A further aim is to reduce pugging and compaction damage of wet soils, and thereby improve the general soil health of the farm. This can be a costly strategy and requires careful planning and consideration of several of the above mentioned fundamentals like cow health and welfare, and the need to keep capital costs and working expenses as low as possible.

**Strategy 5**: Before the withdrawal of nitrification inhibitors, such as dicyandiamide (DCD), from the market, the use of DCD was recommended with the aim of treating urinary N once it has been deposited onto the paddock. Modelling has shown that a combination of standing the cows off pasture and DCD could reduce N leaching by approximately 20%. The two strategies complement each other and reduce N leaching at a cost of approximately $25/ha for every 1% reduction in N leaching. If DCD remains off-limits, we may have to look for a replacement strategy. A strategy that ‘traps’ some N in the root zone before it is flushed out of the soil, such as adding ground bark or other organic manures to the soil, will improve soil biology by increasing microbial biomass and activity, resulting in a decrease in total mineral N (Stark et al. 2007).

**Conclusions**

System fundamentals are key principles underpinning the functioning of pastoral livestock enterprises. As we move into an era where the demands on these enterprises become more varied and seemingly at odds with each other, it requires a re-think of system design that often demands a break with traditional ways; a thinking outside the box. We argue that it will serve us well to re-visit some of these fundamentals that may have been neglected over the past decades when the single-minded objective was to grow, graze, and produce as much as possible per hectare. Fundamentals like soil health, providing the best for each cow, and farming with adequate buffers, should be in the forefront of our minds when designing sustainable dairy systems.
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